
Referencing for Dummies With Dirty Files. 
 
Your problem: A bogged down Environment file that takes an eternity to open, processes 
slowly or crashes on action. 
 
From Start To Finish, how to clean up your act. 
 

FILE NAMES ARE SACRED. PICK THEM ONCE AND NEVER CHANGE 
THEM. 

It is very very important to run through your asset list early in the process 
and make sure all assets have their own abbreviated name that will Never 
Change No Matter Who Works On Them. Even adjusting a capital in a name will 
break it’s reference in your file.  

On that note, every object should have its ‘holy’ name. (We called it holy 
name, the professors call it hero name) The photo to the left is an example of our 
asset’s ‘holy names’. Every object’s most updated version should retain this ‘holy 
name’, and subsequent older versions should get dates added to their name. 
For example, if ACS was updated by its owner, the file in this list would get 
renamed to ACS_todaysdate and moved into an old folder. Then the newest 
version gets placed here as ACS. 

It is also incredibly important that everyone keeps their file paths clean. 
Every person on the team needs to be placing their files within the film folder 
structure just like everyone else. One person working on things from their 
desktop and not pulling references from the correct location will break file links 
and frustrate every person around them in the process. Especially as more 
people need to access the file. 

 
File paths, file names, layer names and object 

names need to be kept clean and organized.  
It can be tempting to just blow through 15 layers in 

photoshop on a texture because the tone of the wood needs to 
look just right, but if you don’t name those layers what they are 
doing, as soon as someone else needs to access your texture 
file for another texture or for edits, it will waste a full hour or so 
of their time and yours trying to figure out what the layers do.  

Always assume there will be someone who needs to 
use your file. It will happen often. This goes the same with 
naming lights, naming pieces or groups of an asset model and 
of course, your holy environment file. 
 
 
 
 



Files should always always be clean BEFORE coming into this home referenced 
file. If objects have their transforms frozen or history deleted after they have been referenced in 
your home file, they may behave oddly upon reopen, such as reverting to the origin (in the case 
of freezing transforms late in the game) or losing mobility or even visibility in the case of any rigs 
that were referenced. 

 

Before referencing or importing objects, they should have their 
transforms frozen, deleted history and pivot centered, unless it is more 
efficient for the object to have its pivot placed elsewhere, like in the spot 
that the object connects with the floor. A quick way to do this is in the 
modeling shelf there is a triplet of buttons specific to each of these actions. 
Taking the time to hit each of these buttons for every person’s asset files will save your whole 
pipeline time and energy in the long run. Your environment lead will not have to do this in bulk 
later and your files will run more smoothly with less loading time. 
---- 
Deleting Student Licence Messages 

Yes Cheryl has likely shown you this, and yes you likely forgot it multiple times just like 
we did. To delete the student version from a file that was edited on a home computer 
(sometimes this appears even on our computers in the lab) you must open the file with 
wordpad, find the line that reads: 
 
 
And delete it from the wordpad page. 

PLEASE please please take the time to do this step. Yes in the asset file that reminder 
comes up one time, but in a file with 156 student versions (unless you run a script) you will have 
to click through 156 reminders Every Time You Save Your File. This is a seemingly insignificant 
thing that builds very quickly to be very time consuming and troublesome. 
----- 

When Starting a new scene file, specially of the Environment variety, you will want 
to begin in a clean, newly opened maya file and reference everything in, this way, all files are 
editable from outside sources and able to be easily re referenced for later. If you reference files 
into an opened scene, that home file will no longer be able to cleanly update without fully 
removing and replacing whatever was in the file.  
 

All referenced files should not have references inside them. What that means is, if you 
have a file where the environment assets are referenced, and you then reference that file into 



another clean file to start lighting, you will soon find objects acting oddly and moving incorrectly 
because they are referenced twice over. 
Avoid this if at all possible. 
 

When you have a very heavy scene, 
tens of excess objects and textures could bog 
down a render or animators, the easiest way I 
found to clean up a file for a scene render is 
making layers in maya. While everything is 
still referenced you can assign objects to a 
deletion layer, so that when the file is fully 
updated and imported, all you need to do is 
right click on the layer, select objects in layer 
and hit delete.  

To do this:  Go into your channel box and click the icon with the flat plane and the plus 

button.  You can then select objects and with those objects selected, right click on your 
new named layer and add those objects. 

If you double click your layer name you can 
also open this edit layer box, which will allow you to 
color all the wireframes of objects in that layer for 
easy viewing. Do not worry about deleting extra 
walls or large objects. Use your better judgement 
about what things may reflect light, and keep in 
mind any reflective objects that would show an 
empty corner of the room. This method was helpful 
for us where we had a fully populated house and 
some shots where only a corner of a room was 
visible, for a shot or environment with few objects 
this will not help as much. 

---- 
There will be excess nodes in your outliner once you import everything, this is just by 
virtue of having each object entering from its own scene file. The renderman layers and 
openexr’s for each object are not necessary in your home file. You will only 
need to keep the default versions of these, i.e. ones without 
namespaces. There will also be nodes named Shape Editor 
Manager, Tweaks, and Track Info Manager. These are all 
indicators of history that hasn’t been deleted. So if objects 
weren’t clean upon opening, you’ll see a number of these 
clogging up your outliner when you uncheck Dag Objects Only 
in the display tab of your outliner. 
---- 
 



Deleting namespaces is necessary in order to keep rigs and constraints from breaking 
and pissing off your animators. 

Constraints search the same way 
references do for an object name, and the 
addition of a namespace will full-stop break the 
constraint, this comes in the form of limbs that 
are constrained to the object stretching back to 
the origin, animation that is very malformed and 
pulled away or just the object or constraint 
disappearing entirely. Every time you reference 
an object it will come in with a namespace, and 
as referencing while others are completing their 
models and animation is an absolute necessity, 
this process is too. This step in the process 
comes once objects get imported, you will want 
the namespaces available to you 
 
Go to Windows > General Editors > 
Namespace Editor to get this window. 
Highlight all namespaces in the left box, and hit 
delete. You will get a prompt for each 
about deletjng a namespace that isn’t 
empty, it is just concerned that you are 
deleting a potential file path reference. If 
you press the ‘merge with root button’ 
this will merge the namespace with the 
current name of the asset, simplifying the 
file path and file name. 
 
Now to put it all together, once you have all assets fully updated and referenced in your file, 
before you send this file out to others for use animating, or submitting them for render, these are 
the checks you should perform. 
 
Getting a scene file ready for render checklist: 
-Import all objects 
-Type delNodes into your mel script line (this script lives on the server, you will want to add this 
to your maya scripts file for easy access, cheryl can help with this) 
-Delete excess objects not in shot (for heavy shots) 
-Clear excess nodes in outliner 
-Delete namespaces 
-Go into hypershade and delete unused nodes (delNodes will not always cover this) 
-Rename previous imported file to the date you are making a new one 
-Rename newly imported file to the same home file name 



----- 
Common problems and solutions: 
 
Objects flickering in shot: has two possible reasons! two faces are too close to one another like 
a wall and the front of a picture frame, as long as they are not perfectly overlapping this will only 
show in your viewport, not a render. OR you have a duplicate object placed within the flickering 
object. This flicker will show up in render, so be careful, especially if your duplicate object was 
hue shifted and the original was not. 
 
Objects locked in place or jumping back once moved: Check for any set keys, could be popping 
back to a keyframe that you didn’t realize you had. 
 
Objects reverting to origin: usually a frozen transformations issue. Did object owner freeze 
transformations after you referenced the file? Did you accidentally freeze transforms in your own 
file? When an object is referenced do not freeze transforms or it will not have any transform 
data to look for while it’s loading. Encountered one problem before where all objects in house 
reverted to origin regardless of whether or not transforms had been frozen, teachers consulted 
and preferences reset, closed and reopened file, and updated references with no fix, had to go 
back a file. 
 
SAVE OFTEN AND DATE SAVES so you always know when changes were made. 
 
 


